
Transformation of State University Entrance Selection to Be More Holistic, Inclusive

and Transparent

Jakarta  –  Ministry  of  Education,  Culture,  Research,  and  Technology  (Kemendikbudristek)  has

conducted some Emancipated Learning transformation in all levels, both in elementary, middle and

higher education in order to realize the distinguished human resources having attitude and behavior

in accordance to Pancasila values. In aligning the achievement alteration, Kemendikbudristek has

constructed the new transformation direction within the higher education, in which one of them is

by launching Emancipated Learning Episode 22: The Transformation of State University Entrance

Selection.

“The new direction of State University Entrance Selection Transformation has been executed via five

alteration principles, they are: encouraging holistic learning, focusing more on logical ability, more

inclusive and more accommodating learners’ diversity, more transparent, and more integrated by

covering  not  only  undergraduate  programs,  but  also  diploma  three  and  diploma  four/applied

bachelors,” said Minister of Education and Culture, Nadiem Anwar Makarim, in Jakarta, Wednesday

(7/9).

There  are  three  transformations  of  state  university  entrance  selection.  “First,  national  selection

based on achievement, then national selection based on test, and the third, independent selection

by state university,” said Mendikbudristek.

National selection based on achievement

In the national selection based on achievement, Mendikbudristek explained that the selection will

focus on awarding high marks for overall learning success in secondary education. This is performed

by giving a minimum of 50 percent for the average score reported for all subjects. 

By  giving  high  weight,  it  is  expected  that  learners  will  be  encouraged  to  excel  in  all  subjects

holistically.  While  for  their  remaining  weight,  50  percent  maximum  will  be  taken  from  the

component  of  interest  and  talent  explorer.  This  aims  the  learners  to  be  encouraged  to  deeply

explore their talent and interest.

“Therefore, the learners will  be encouraged to focus on all learning and explore their talent and

interest since the very beginning. Later, they are expected to realize that all subjects are important

and they build their achievement in accordance to their talent and interest,” said Mendikbudristek.

National selection based on test
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The second transformation for state university selection entrance is the national selection based on

test. Later, the selection will focus on logical ability and problem solving measurement. On the test

of Joint Selection for State University Entrance, i is performed by using many material from many

subjects in which it indirectly triggers the decrease of learning quality.

“This  time  is  different.  In  this  selection,  there  is  no  more  subject  test;  however,  there  is  only

scholastic  test  measuring  for  things.  They  are  the  potential  of  cognitive,  mathematics  logics,

Indonesian and English literation. The problem in this selection will emphasize on learners’ logical

ability, and not memorization,” said Mendikbudristek.  

Independent selection by state university

Subsequently, the third mechanism in the transformation of state university entrance selection is

through independent selection by state university. In this way, government arranges in order that

the selection is conducted more transparently by requiring the state universities to do several things

before and after the selection process independently. 

Before independently selection execution, state universities must announce several things, including

the  number  of  prospective  students  who  will  be  accepted  by  each  study  program/faculty;

assessment method for  prospective students  consisting of  independent tests,  collaborative tests

through a consortium of tertiary institutions, utilizing scores from the results of national selection

based on tests, and/or other required assessment methods for prospective students; as well as the

amount of fees or the method of determining the amount of fees charged to prospective students

who pass the selection.
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